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Witt Industries Introduces Square Stadium Logo Receptacle
MASON, OHIO (July 27, 2015) —Witt Industries proudly introduces the Stadium Series® Edge
Receptacle. After years of being the leading provider for waste and recycling receptacles in the stadium,
arena and ballpark venues with Witt's round Stadium Series® line of custom logo receptacles, we are
proud to introduce our new square receptacle. The Edge is designed to align flush against walls and
columns to reduce obstructions and allow for maximum capacity in tight spaces. All four sides are able to
be customized with a logo or message panel for maximum branding value to customers.
The Edge is a large, 48-gallon capacity receptacle made of heavy-gauge steel manufactured at Witt’s
facility in the USA. Just like the rest of our Stadium Series® line of products, the Edge comes with a
protective base to help protect the surface and unit, includes a rigid plastic liner, and is available in both
waste and recycling receptacles. All four sides can have a different logo or interchangeable message
panel to feature stadium partners or sponsors. The truly unique aspect of The Edge is the shape; there
are no square receptacles in the market that offer the versatility of four custom logo panels and custom
color-matched paint all in a square receptacle.
“The Edge stands apart from all other products in the industry because of the square design,” said John
Winfield, National Sales Manager at Witt Industries. “It fits so easily against pillars and walls while still
giving sports teams the opportunity to include their logo or highlight their sponsors. It’s sure to be another
best seller in our Stadium Series® product line at Witt Industries,” added Winfield.
About Witt Industries
Witt Industries, a subsidiary of The Armor Group, Inc. manufactures a full range of metal waste and
recycling receptacles for indoor or outdoor environments. Founded in Cincinnati more than 100 years
ago, Witt supplies receptacles to many collegiate and professional sports facilities around the U.S.
Combining functionality with aesthetics, Witt Industries products are used in many commercial and
institutional settings, including hotels, commercial office lobbies and atria, hospitals, casinos, schools,
restaurants and more.
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